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RioRey is the leader in building the best performing DDoS defense 
systems for automatically detecting and mitigating DDoS attacks. 
Our highly intelligent, analytic-driven solutions are designed to meet 
even the most rigorous security requirements of major enterprises, 
large service providers and Telco environments. Optimal DDoS 
defense requires powerful detection and filtering capabilities in 
tandem with superior management and reporting systems.  
 
rWeb is RioRey’s premier management and reporting system built to 
meet the diverse needs of modern networks. Highly scalable and 
easy to deploy, rWeb combines network visibility, powerful tools, and 
educational resources to create a cost-effective, “all-in-one” 
platform for managing DDoS defense. Designed to be powerful yet 
simple to learn, rWeb gives your team the ability to mitigate attacks 
with confidence.  
 

Mitigation Isolation 

When a DDoS attack enters your network, the clock starts ticking. To 
complement RioRey's automatic mitigation algorithms, rWeb is 
designed to minimize the time and effort required to address DDoS 
attacks.   
 
rWeb partitions incoming 
traffic into separate zones 
and each of these zones 
has a completely 
independent set of 
configurations and 
statistics. These zones are 
controlled within the 
Mitigation Zone Control 
screen (right) that 
provides extensive traffic 
details and tools needed 
to effectively mitigate a 
DDoS attack. 
 
These isolated configurations allow for aggressive mitigation to focus 
on the problem without impacting other services or customers on the 
same network. The operator also has the freedom to work outside of 
rWeb’s recommended settings and can independently fine-tune 
each mitigation or add additional layers of filtering to achieve the 
desired result.  
 
 

rWeb 
A powerful multi-tenant management and 
reporting system for RioRey DDoS defense 
platforms  
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• Centrally manage all RioRey 
devices in your network with 
rWeb regardless of network 
size, number or location 
 

• rWeb’s browser-based user 
interface has a wide range of 
tools that allows for clear, real-
time statistical reporting and 
analysis of your network traffic 
 

• 25 algorithm groups cover the 
full spectrum of DDoS traffic 
patterns as categorized in our 
Taxonomy 
 

• Custom regular expressions 
provide additional tools for 
managing Layer 7 attacks 

 
• Quickly blacklist and whitelist 

traffic by address, 
autonomous system, and 
country of origin 

 
• rWeb’s Robust API makes all 

functions available for 
integration into internal 
systems and provides almost 
unlimited reporting flexibility 

 
• rWeb is delivered on a pre-

installed 1U server 

Key Features of rWeb 
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RioRey and rWeb in 
Action 
rWeb provides integrated reporting 
and filtering controls to give clear 
insight into your network conditions.  
 
In this real customer example, the 
traffic summary shows a 52 Gbps 
attack directed at a single website 
that typically receives 9 Mbps of 
traffic.  
 
The attack was quickly filtered by 
RioRey across multiple 10GE links 
without requiring any user 
intervention.  
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Contact sales@riorey.com for more information or learn more at www.riorey.com. 

Export and Integrate Data 

In addition to the extensive capabilities of its Web UI, rWeb has a robust API that makes  
all functions available for integration into external systems and provides almost unlimited reporting 
flexibility. Users can configure rWeb to send custom alert emails when incoming attacks enter their 
networks and create auto-scheduled emailed traffic reports. 
 
The RioRey Difference 

DDoS attacks are constantly evolving in form and substance. Attacks can come as a “flood” designed to 
overwhelm a network completely or as small, cleverly designed Layer 7 attacks that bring down critical 
parts of the network. The challenge for all DDoS defense systems is to correctly identify attack traffic 
regardless of the “mask” it is wearing and to discard it without impacting the flow of good traffic. That’s 
why RioRey has created a Taxonomy characterizing all forms of DDoS attacks, which is now incorporated 
into rWeb. In addition, we have built an intelligent platform with dozens of analytics to classify traffic 
combined with algorithmic-based filters for blocking attack traffic. rWeb, in tandem with RioRey’s premier  
DDoS defense, is the solution for end-to-end protection against even the most powerful DDoS attacks. 

Visualize Network Disruptions 

rWeb allows network operators to have complete visibility into the traffic passing through their network, 
the specifics of what attacks are occurring and how they being handled. Within rWeb’s simple-to-use 
interface, operators can quickly analyze both sophisticated attacks and line-rate floods with rWeb’s 
comprehensive range of tools: 
!

• Detailed graphs break down traffic and reveal anomalous patterns  

• Algorithmic analysis describes the properties of detected attacks 

• Real-time statistical reporting allows you to highlight and view top offenders 

• View IP addresses with their correlated Autonomous Systems and country of origin 

• View captured packets to easily see attack payloads and traffic flows 


